
It was the “mantra” of 2008, which led to the 
election of the first African-American President of the 
USA, but “yes we can” has also been a global hope 
that – among other things – racial discrimination was 
to be fought with the active engagement of informed 
people. Today, with increasing waves of xenophobia, 
also prompted by international terrorism attacks on 
European soil, and scores of refugees, migrants and 
asylum seekers reaching our shores and fleeing from 
wars and poverty, Europeans feel – more than ever – 
threatened by “the others”. 

The specific approach of BEAMS, that is to deal with 
stereotypes and discrimination from the standpoint of 
popular culture, has demonstrated that it is possible 
and effective to raise awareness on discri-
minatory trends and attitudes using 
different forms of cultural 
expressions.  Creative and 
cultural media literacy 
can increase con-
sciousness and 
appreciation of 
cultural, racial 
and religious 
d i v e r s i t y , 
beyond ste-
reotypes and 
towards  a 
less discrimi-
natory Europe. 

In this short 
publication, which 
completes the one 
dedicated to the rese-
arch phase, readers will see 
again recurrent themes among 
the diverse actions. This is mostly the 
result of the exchange of information , ideas and 
tools among partners and the added-value of European 
dimension of the project.  

In the second year of the project, over 20 “pilot 
actions”, educational and cultural activities involving 
students, community organizations, public and private 
actors and media have followed through the analy-
sis phase, resulting in a variety of methods, resour-
ces and achievements that are briefly summarized in 
this publication. 

Tag cloud 1 (types of activities)
The diversity of the BEAMERS is reflected in the 

different ways that each partner has developed the 
awareness raising activities. The actions range from 
intensive summer campus with teenagers to interge-
nerational workshops in neighborhoods, from edito-
rial boards to concerts, from TV docu-soaps to recipe 
books, and school activities involving all grades of edu-
cation. The diversity is also reflected in the variety of 
cultural expressions produced. The outcomes range 
from visual arts to street art, from music to theatre, 
from video-making to photography, from food to books 
and fairy tales, from magazines to advertising, from 

sports to opera. 
All these productions 

s h a r e  o n e 
c o m m o n 

g o a l : 

t h e y 
h a v e 

been used to 
express the increa-

sed recognition of stereotypes 
and the overcoming of their limits, and – to use yet 
another popular expression – to highlight different 
“shades of change” in the perception of “the other” 
and the surrounding reality.  

More information, material and toolkits prepared 
by partners are available on the BEAMS’ website: www.
beams-project.eun

ew
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CHANGE: YES, WE “BEAMS”!
Awareness raising actions with youth and communities have taken 
place around Europe to break down stereotypes and increase 
critical understanding of and fight on discrimination. 
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perceptions and reflections of the field research (workstream 3)

Beams infographic #3
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Total number of pilot actions: 27
Italy     
Germany
The Netehrlands
UK
Romania
Slovakia
Czech Republic
Austria
Spain
Hungary

34,4 weeks

Average duration of pilot actions 
(from concept to evaluation)
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1 week

SHORTEST PILOT 
Summer camp in Hungary

over 1 year

LONGEST PILOT 
NESTLING EPISODES 
in  Czech Republic

5870
Hours dedicated to pilot actions

Network of local actors involved in the definition of the actions

Art associations    4    
City councils     5                          
Civic associations    7
Cooperatives    3
Community organisations   8
Migrants and Minorities associations 6

Non-formal groups    7    
Schools                10                          
Vocational and training institutions 6
Volunteer organisations   2
Youth organization    5
Media and creative organisations 3 66
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Artists
56 Others

experts
46

Teachers

38 Educators
54

Facilitators and educators 
leading the actions

Total: about 200

Participants in the action

Smallest pilot 
13 partecipants (Italy)

Largest pilot 
500 partecipants (Slovakia)

Participants of migrant or minority background

100%
75%
50%
25%

 < 5%       5~10%     11~25%   26~50%   > 50%

Gender of
partecipants

45% men

55% women

8.33%
25.00%       25.00% 16.67% 25.00%

Total: 2300
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Number of partners for category 
of cultural products 

Local dissemination events

Multimedia 
material 

(drawings,
music,

arts,
magazines

etc)

8

a

Photos

7

o

Videos

y

7

Italy    9    
The Netherlands 1
UK   1
Romania  1 
Slovakia  1
Austria  1
Spain   1
Hungary  1

Local network involved in the local event

Art associations    4    
City councils     8                          
Civic associations    6
Cooperatives    3
Community organisations   6
Migrants and Minorities associations 7

Non-formal groups    7    
Schools                 8                          
Vocational and training institutions 5
Volunteer organisations   5
Youth organization    3
Media       1 68
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Total number of partecipants

seniors      adults             youngsters             total

 9,54%    35,00%          55,46%            5827
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Culture dal mondo senza frontiere (Cultures of a world without Borders) 
Veneto - I. C. Portogruaro 2 “Dario Bertolini”Portogruaro (VE)
The pilot action has been developed as interdisciplinary and creative path, involving 11 
classes. After the first connection with the results of WS 1-2 thorough the flash sur-
veys kids have familiarized with the concept of stereotypes and have started a number 
of different activities: 
Large calligrams “It this a real…?”, stereotypes kites, games, 8 pop-up books revisi-
ting “Cinderella” , cooking class “Cookie without borders”, public reading and papers, 
videos and songs (a rap song and several International songs with the school choir), 
theatre performance. 
 
The middle school complex of Portogruaro and Lugugnana, has involved 11 classes 
and about 195 students, both of migrant and non-migrant background. The educators 
involved were 10: school teachers of different subject matters and a performance art 
expert. Inputs also came from the Migrants’ Associations. 

The action took place between January and June 2014, in two schools belonging to 
Bertolini school complex .

The project foresaw the organization of workshops, during and outside school hours, 
providing different activities:
- Studies on stereotypes from a historical point of view;
- Insights on stereotypes on/from English people;
- Interviews with foreign students;
- Creation of posters on widespread stereotypes;
- Performance of “world music”;
- Analysis of the fairy tale “Cinderella” in the 5 Continents;
- Theatrical laboratory “Things are not as they seem”

Collaborating together, side by side in discussion activities and practices or group has 
forced personal confrontations, and has required immediate responses as they arose. 
Kids solved together concerns, issues, disagreements of opinion. Students who were 
not taken into consideration (because migrants/socially excluded or doing bad in class, 
or just obnoxious) or that did not know each other well had got the opportunity to know 
each other better and to deepen mutual understanding, to learn about the cultures of 
each with greater knowledge of the facts. As a consequence barriers have fallen and 
socialization processes have greatly improved.
The public multicultural festival took place on June 2nd, during which it was possible 
to eat typical foods from different countries and enjoy the outcomes of the laborato-
ries (video interviews, written assignments, pop-up books and comics, posters, son-
gs, etc..) in the public park of the city of Portogruaro, a festival open to all citizens. A 
performance during which the students will free their “stereotypes-kites” and several 
role-playing games has been implemented, over 400 people attended the event.

The action achieved many results: it created awareness and attention to stereotypes, 
especially for the kids who did not know the cultures of minorities resulting in a better 
appreciation, kids have become more aware that that all people will often say the 
same things in good and bad while people are not definitions but they are individuals. 
The enthusiasm and the strong involvement of some teachers has meant that they 
have expanded the initial idea and have increased the planned activity and hours to 
devote and in the final results.

- Veneto Lavoro: Istituto “Dario Bertolini” Middle School Portogruaro
- Municipality of Portogruaro – Education department
- Migrants Association of Eastern Venice onlus
- Intercultura Association – Local point of Portogruaro
- Senegalese association of Friuli Venezia Giulia – Veneto
- Ukrainian cultural association Roksolana
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 “DIFFERENTI MA UGUALI” – DIFFERENT (people) BUT EQUAL (rights). 
The pilot project performed by the Health and Social Service Institute of Venice – IIS 
Vendramin Corner – in partnership with the association SOS DIRITTI – focuses on 
discrimination as a daily attitude towards human beings in general, with a specific 
attention to migrants. The educators of SOS DIRITTI try to stress the importance of 
self-responsibility to change students’ approach and behavior to discriminatory acts. 
In order to achieve this objective a theatre lab has been proposed and a final public 
exhibition has been realized.

About 80 students from different classes (age: from 16 to 18 years old) have been 
involved during the first step of the pilot action. Among the most enthusiastic, 20 
students joint the theatre workshop. Two educators of the association SOS DIRITTI 
carried out the activities with the students. 

The pilot action took place in the Vendramin Corner High school, in Venice. The final 
event has been organized in the auditorium as well as the photo exhibition illustra-
ting the activities. A small part of the exhibition has been proposed again during a 
local art festival in Venice. 

The pilot project consists of two steps. Initially the issues relating to racism, discri-
mination and human rights will be addressed through organizing 3 preparatory me-
etings with students of 2 hours each. Those morning laboratories will be followed by 
other 6 afternoon meetings – organized outside school hours – with a chosen sample 
of about 20 students belonging to the involved classes. The workshop was based on 
the theatre of the Oppressed and on Image theatre. The body and space will become 
a mean of expression of students’ personal emotions and opinions and a collective 
expression. Through the discover of non-verbal language, these theatrical techni-
ques will allow the adolescents to explore their own body and to interact with others, 
as well as to face issues related to dichotomies such as rights/discrimination and 
acceptance/exclusion from a personal and social point of view. The students will be 
involved in the search of images related to the above-mentioned dichotomies and in 
the reproduction of them through the techniques of the theatre of Oppressed.

A final exhibition with all classes has been organized in the auditorium. About 300 
students and professors took part to that event. In addition to that, a photo exhibition 
illustrating the lab stages has been set out the last day of school as well as a video 
has been played. The theatre exhibition has been proposed again during a local art 
festival organized in Venice and a small group of students performed it in front of 
tens of people who actively took part to the exhibition. 

In general all students involved in the pilot action have observed a change in their 
attitude towards their classmates, especially towards whom could be victim of 
discrimination. They have become aware of the importance of “Stop watching, start 
seeing” people beyond appearances. Moreover the dynamic methodology adopted 
during the workshop allowed them to express their personal artistic attitude throu-
gh the use of body: non-verbal language has led them to play very strong personal 
feelings related to discriminatory acts experienced firsthand. Last but not least point 
to be stressed, new friendships were born and old antipathies have been resolved. 

SOS DIRITTI – Discrimination Observatory of the Municipality of Venice managed the 
pilot action in all its stages.  
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“At the table of Others. Meeting people and different flavors to kick out prejudices. – Alla tavola degli Altri. Persone, saperi e 
sapori diversi per dare un calcio ai pregiudizi”. The pilot action has been realised by the Vocational Institute “C. Musatti” of Dolo 
(Venice) in partnership with “Circolo Ieri e Oggi” – AUSER Association of Dolo, I.C. “F. Morosini” CTP and Penitentiary Institute 
of Venice and with the support of Cultural Services Department of the Municipality of Dolo. The pilot action mixed lectures of 
“migrant literature” with practical labs of ethnic cuisine with immigrant chefs and foreign female prisoners. The project has 
been conceived as a multi-dimensional path for putting in contact students with diversity. Several workshops, a final “cooking” 
conference and 4 videos have been realized. 

About 60 students from two different classes (age: from 16 to 20 years old) have been involved during the different steps of the 
pilot action. 10 professors actively have taken part to the pilot action. 4 external experts, chefs and migrant authors carried out 
part of the activities with the students.  

The pilot action took place in the Vocational Institute “C. Musatti” in Dolo, a small city near Venice. The cooking workshops have 
been realized in the school’s  laboratories while some activities took place in the Penitentiary Institute of Santa Eufemia in Giu-
decca – Venice. The final event has been organized in the auditorium.
 
The pilot project consists of three stages. Initially the issues relating to diversity, discrimination and identity have been addres-
sed through reading and analyzing several texts belonging to the so-called “migrant literature”. Then the students attended 
two meetings with  female foreign prisoners of the Penitentiary Institute of Venice: in those occasions they heard their per-
sonal stories and experienced a cross-cultural dialogue through the organization of the first cooking workshop in which they 
prepared some ethnic meals with the prisoners. The cooking activities continued at school thanks to the collaboration of a 
Palestinian writer, Bassima Awad, who introduced to the students some typical food of Near and Middle East. The final event 
have represented the real synthesis of this path: a conference – with the participation of two migrant authors, Mohamed Ba 
and Ibrahim Kane Annour, and an ethnic buffet have been organized. This approach has stressed the close link between food, 
identity and traditions belonging to every single human being.

A final conference, with the preparation of an ethnic buffet, have seen the participation of the all classes. The whole Institute, 
students and professors, took part to the event that has been organized in the auditorium. Local authorities have been invited 
as well as the local media have been activated for advertising the event and disseminating the results of the pilot action. In 
that occasion the 4 videos filmed during the cooking labs with Bassima Awad and the foreign prisoners have been shown to the 
audience. 

   All students involved in this pilot action were really excited about the experience and they  have especially enjoyed the alter-
nating moments of lecture and study, on one side, and the practical cooking workshops and meeting with chefs and authors, 
on the other. The kitchen was a real place of knowledge and a key to interpret diversity and begin an intercultural dialogue with 
foreigners, often victims of marginalization and discrimination. All students at the end of this path have shown a greater ability 
to listen and a genuine willingness to approach diversity without preconceptions. Direct experience, even through playful mo-
ments behind a kitchen table, has seriously questioned their prejudices. Food, tool of meeting and contamination, thus has shot 
down false ideas and created knowledge and awareness.

The activities have been realized thanks to the collaboration with the Penitentiary Institute of Venice and the authors Bassima 
Awad, Mohamed Ba and Ibrahim Kane Annour. 

VENETO LAVORO
Via Ca’ Marcello 67/B, 30172 Mestre-Venezia  - www.venetolavoro.it

“at the table of others. Meeting people and 
different flavours to kick out prejudices”
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 2050 – School workshop “Il Dente del pregiudizio”(“The Prejudice Tooth ”) – 
Istituto Luzzatti Venezia 
The pilot action has been developed in a large technical-vocational school in 
Venice-Mestre. After the first introduction using the flash –surveys the par-
ticipants of the workshop (from different classes and different backgrounds) 
have met several times.  Following the inputs of the initial kit, focusing on the 
representation of migrants in music, social networks, film and photojournalism, 
the students have been involved in a reflection phase to identify their objecti-
ves, they have exchanged information and ideas through a Facebook group and, 
led by three teachers, they have identified, elaborated and produced the script 
for a final video. The video has been shot and edited, starting from personal 
reflection and experience, and narrates three stories of discovery of stereotypes 
and changes of attitudes. The video will be screened during the MestreFilmFe-
stival in mid-October and has been subtitled in Italian and English. 

The group of students that has participated in the workshop elected to be part 
of it, and it was composed by 22 students between 17 and 20. 14 of them are 
of migrant background and 8 Italians, 10 male and 12 female. This group had 
never worked together because they attend different schools and classes. The 
group work was led by three teachers, one of them specialized in performing 
arts and video and two teachers who have been working in intercultural and 
integration programs for students with a migrant background.  

The action took place between February and May 2014, in two schools belonging 
to the Luzzatti school complex. It also included outdoor and shoots in different 
locations of the city of Venice.

The final product of the workshop is a video made up of four stories of real peo-
ple. The main message is that knowing real people and their real experience it 
is possible to overcome prejudice and stereotypes. 
- exposure to popular culture and stereotypes (initial kit of flash surveys)
- screening of movie and discussion
- reflection phase, Facebook group to share ideas and thoughts
- script, production and post production of the four stories 
- Participation in the MestreFilmFestival with other school and citizens 

During the elaboration of the scripts and the shooting of the scenes, the studen-
ts have become “actors” and have internalized the stories and the characters, 
therefore their awareness and their capability to “put themselves into their 
shoes” of the stereotyped migrants.
The choice to work on a creative product, where the group has been involved 
in all phases, from concept to shooting, acting and editing  has motivated the 
students and formed a strong team work.   
The local event will take place in mid October with a public screening of the 
video and the participation of other schools and it is open to all citizens. It will 
be part of the MestreFilmFestival.  

The students and the teachers who participated have shown great interest, par-
ticipation, motivation and have had a lot of fun, They have undergone a process 
where they have – through the concrete work of video making – increasingly 
recognized that diversity i san added value in their lives. The participation in the 
workshop has also helped the students with a migrant background to reflect 
and to deal with some unsolved issues. 
One girl who did not wear the veil because she was afraid of being judged by her 
peers has started to wear it.

- 2050
- Istituto “Luzzatti” – Mestre
- Comune di Venezia- Office of Civic Rights
- Cultural Centre “Candiani”
- Mestre Film Festival 
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CITTALIA – ANCI Research Foundation - “Learn how to communicate inclusion in cities, 
beyond stereotypes” (Raccontare l’inclusione nelle città, oltre lo stereotipo)
The action focused on the deconstruction of migrant/minorities and anti-Roma prejudices 
and stereotypes through an in-depth language training addressed to local communica-
tion systems, including local authorities. Based on a national methodology called “Parlare 
Civile” – “Speak in a Civil Way” developed in collaboration with Carta di Roma, the training 
events, which were organized in coincidence with the local events, were able to explain 
“how” to better use words when communicating or when producing popular culture (espe-
cially through manifestos, use of photos, posters) on migrants-and-Roma-related topics at 
local level.    

The action addressed “local communication systems”, targeting in particular local autho-
rities, city press offices, local media, but also civil society organizations and citizens. The 
trainer was a journalist of Redattore Sociale, the main Italian web magazine dedicated to 
themes of migration and inclusion, expert in anti-discriminatory media policy and co-au-
thor of the national web portal and handbook initiative “Parlare Civile” (“Speak in a Civil 
Way”), sided by an expert and by a moderator/facilitator from Cittalia. The participants were 
chosen in collaboration with the regional Orders of Journalists and with the regional ANCI 
offices. Around 70 people attended the training in Bari, and around 35 people participated in 
Florence.

The action was carried out in September and October 2014 in two Italian cities: Bari and 
Florence. A further action will take place in Rome in late November. 

The events were carefully prepared (using the communication and dissemination network 
of Cittalia and of the supporters of the initiative, creating agendas and registration forms 
on eventbrite) in such a way to involve the main players at local level. Each training session 
included: 
• a 30 mins brief on BEAMS and on the Cittalia report “Cities, Languages, Stereotypes 
and Discrimination: an Italian Study”.
• a 1 hour and a half crash course on how to depict and describe “in a civil way” people 
with migrant backgrounds or belonging to ethnic or national minorities, such as the Roma 
and Sinti, including questions and answers (training)
a 1 hour round table hosting experts, representatives of local authorities, representatives of 
foreign communities, media professionals (local event) and a 30 minutes interactive debate 
with questions and answers.

Thanks to the training events, around 100 persons engaged in an in-depth re-thinking of 
their usual ways of communicating – visually and through words – on the themes of migra-
tion and integration of migrants and minorities. Thanks to the interaction with the experts 
involved and in particular with the co-author of “Parlare Civile”, they could understand 
how wrong, unfair and often illegal is the use of specific words (i.e. “bad” words or “dirty” 
words), combination of words or images in media representations, i.e. chronicle articles, 
reportages, pieces of institutional communication etc.

Although the period of observation was very short, we could observe a change in the atti-
tude and awareness of many participants. In Bari, in particular, trainees were particularly 
proactive and interested in knowing more about the research of Cittalia and about “Parlare 
Civile” and debated over a wide range of issues related in particular to the way chronicle 
journalists and the local media system in general depict migrants and minorities. “Than-
ks, it was very useful for all of us”, was the comment of many participants at the end of the 
training events.
On the other side, the events were successful in bringing together some local policy ma-
kers (i.e. city councilors of Bari and Arezzo) with media professionals, who could liaise and 
discuss in the structured BEAMS framework on how to better implement a more efficient 
and less stereotyped activity by the local communication systems through a stronger coope-
ration between public and private sector.

Cittalia managed the action, in collaboration with the Order of Journalists of Puglia, with 
ANCI Toscana, with ANCI Puglia and with UNAR
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THEY ARE THE PROTAGONISTS 
General Directorate of Immigration - Community of Madrid, 
Spain 
Following some recommendations of the research carried out in 
the frame of the project was organized training of young gypsy 
people as intercultural agents for the awareness raising activi-
ties. The idea was to make them visible by giving them protago-
nism in the awareness raising campaign in secondary schools 
on “removing stereotypes”. 
Supports and resources used: Audiovisual material (video pro-
duced in the frame of the project), leaflets, press releases and 
photos from newspapers

47 young Roma students trained to raise awareness of approxi-
mately 300 secondary school students on the history and real 
life of the Roma people during 12 sessions. 
1 teacher and 1 Roma group leader from the school were invol-
ved as awareness raising agents.

The action was carried out between March and June 2014 at the 
Villa de Vallecas school, located in Madrid by the young protago-
nists with the support of teachers and educators.

Different sessions were organized in school hours, focusing on 
different activities: 
- Video presentation on the history and the origin of the Roma 
people 
- Roma young people were telling the students about their lives, 
their homes, their families’ jobs, their customs and traditions, 
etc. 
- Participative activities as “make a sentence with a slang word” 
- Making of a poster with the contribution of all participating 
students 

Through the sessions were reached more than 300 secondary 
school students between 13 and 15 years old. 
As a result of their common work were created small card-
boards and a great poster, all being hung on the boards of the 
school. 
Local event was organized in Madrid on 11th September 2014, 
disseminating the results of the BEAMS project implementation 
with the participation of collaborators, educators and experts 
who supported this project phase. The event was attended by 
more than 100 people - representatives of Roma associations, 
educational and social centers, municipality’s institutions, cen-
ters for participation and integration of immigrants, etc.

- There was a positive change in the perception of Roma people 
in general 
- The carried out action reflected a positive change towards the 
attempt to not stereotype a person according his/her belonging 
to a particular minority group 
- The sessions also contributed to the personal and professional 
growth of the young Roma protagonists 

General Directorate of Immigration – Community of Madrid 
in collaboration with the Villa de Vallecas public school at the 
Community of Madrid

“THEY ARE THE PROTAGONISTS”
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Removing stereotypes at their sources 
General Directorate of Immigration - Community of Madrid, Spain 
Following a research implemented with the objective to identify schools with Romanian gypsy students, 3 awareness raising actions 
were performed in secondary schools. Children and teachers were involved in their implementation, and further were provided with 
audio visual and reading materials that could be used in classrooms, as videos, leaflets, press articles, etc. 
Two educational centers were selected with Romanian gypsies students enrolled, in order to acquire real knowledge about these 
kids, not influenced by the media. 
Supports and resources used: Audiovisual material (video produced in the frame of the project), leaflets, press releases and photos 
from newspapers

The action was carried out by 2 experts: 
Mr. Esteban Ibarra, president of the “Movement against Intolerance” association and the Office of Solidarity Victims, author of the 
RAXEN report 
Mrs. Amara Montoya, president of the Gypsy Women association “Romi Serseni” 
3 guidance counselors, 1 teacher and 3 awareness group leaders were also involved. 

Participated 60 students between 13 and 15 years old from 2 public schools, selected for being attended by Romanian gipsy pupils.

The action was carried out between January and June 2014 in Torrevilano and Villa de Vallecas colleges 

Different workshops were organized in school hours, focusing on different activities: 
- Analysis of the Romanian Gipsy situation and initial measures. Collection of quantitative and qualitative information from the kids 
- Positive conduct model as a reference. Romanian gypsy girl shares her life story 
- Delivery of leaflets with real data about Romanian Roma living in Madrid 
- Presentation of the video produced in the frame of the project 
- Analysis of news appeared in press & internet on Romanian Gypsies issues 
- Presentation of real data on Romanian gypsies living in Madrid 
The life story told by young Romanian gypsy girl and gypsy group leader’s collaboration in the implemented activities caused a 
positive change in the common opinion of the kids on minority topic, on the relationships among different minorities and between 
minorities and majority groups. 
Local event was organized on 11th September 2014 disseminating the results of the BEAMS project implementation with the par-
ticipation of instructors and experts who supported different project phases. The event was attended by more than 100 people, 
representatives of Roma associations, educational centers, municipality’s institutions, centers for participation and integration of 
immigrants, etc..

After implementing several activities focused on analysis of articles and photos published in press and internet, the kids were able 
to make more thorough and thoughtful reading of the same. 
- The students were impacted by both the video and the life story of the Romanian gypsy girl. There was a positive change in the 
perception of Romanian Gypsies in general 
- The carried out action reflected a positive change towards the attempt to not stereotype a person according his/her belonging to 
particular minority group 
- Additional dissemination activities were organized as information sessions in different schools 

General Directorate of Immigration – Community of Madrid; Experts from the Movement against Intolerance and Romi Serseni 
Roma Women Association

“removing stereotypes at their sources”
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Awareness raising Video addressed to immigrant and Spanish young people between 13 and 19 years old 
General Directorate of Immigration – Community of Madrid, Spain

In the video production has been involved the professional team of the Dominican-Spanish Center for participation and integration 
of immigrants, managed by the Cesal association, and representative of the General Directorate of Immigration. 
The protagonists of the video are young people who regularly take part in activities organized by the Center, having also their own 
meeting space there.  They were called for initial meeting in which was presented the project initiative and further were invited to 
participate in the video production in a volunteer manner.

The final sample was composed of 8 young immigrant and native people, as already explained, chosen randomly and voluntarily. It 
was recorded between March and April 2014 in the Madrid’s district of Tetuan.  Direct target groups were the secondary schools in 
Madrid, chosen for the implementation of dissemination and awareness raising activities and the whole population in general.

The video was recorded at the premises of the Dominican-Spanish Center, located in the Madrid’s district of Tetuan. The methodo-
logy was previously discussed and involved the following main phases: 
- Organization meetings to explain the work dynamics 
- Choice of the young protagonists, as already mentioned, in a random and volunteer manner 
- Individual records of life stories of the kids and their experiences with stereotypes and prejudice 
- Group meeting where was presented sample from the WS2 project’s kit followed by opened discussion, used as main method and 
technique to achieve the objective of awareness raising 
- Participants’ action observation during the recording process, including interviews, life stories and open group discussion techni-
ques 
- Conclusions of the whole process once finished the video’s record and offered snack for all participants in the process

The video has been very well received with positive feedback at different levels: 
- among the kids who participated in the production process 
- among the participants in the activities of the Dominican-Spanish Centre 
 among both teachers and students from the secondary schools involved in awareness raising and dissemination activities 
- among participants who attended the local event on 11th September 2014, organized by the GDI in Madrid in the frame of the BE-
AMS project, where were presented the awareness kit, project methodology and obtained results 
The video has been assessed as very good and useful tool for awareness raising, achieving the objectives at this project phase

The video made the young immigrant and native people think about: 
- the damage caused by false stereotypes and prejudice 
- the importance of knowing the reality before judge or comment it 
- the importance of getting closer to that reality and know it better 
- the harm that could cause the media itself and the popular culture 
It served to create a space for reflection and debate, to hear the opinions of the young people living in Madrid and to promote a 
positive attitude among them.

The video was conducted by the General Directorate of Immigration at the Community of Madrid and counted with the participation 
of young people as protagonists in its production. The process was supported by the Dominican-Spanish Centre, funded by the GDI 
– CM and managed by the private association Cesal.

“awareness raising video addressed to immigrants and Spanish 
young people between 13 and 19 years old”
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Free of stereotypes 
Foundation for People’s Development (Fundatia Dezvoltarea Popoarelor) Bucharest (Ro)
The pilot action has been developed as an interdisciplinary  and creative path, involving about 40 children (12-18 years old). In the 
W3 the children have defined and identified stereotypes and participated at different activities: Identifying stereotypes in mass 
media/spots, making their own materials with and without stereotypes (rewriting articles, media scrips, classical children stories), 
knowledge of Roma history and culture (including present day artists/public figures, analyzing of mass media discrimination in the 
last 10 years, understanding the role of popular culture as a vehicle for stereotypes, building resources available to combat stere-
otypes and discrimination, making cultural materials (photography, film, newspaper, teeshirts with antidiscrimination logos).

40 children enrolled in 14 classes from four Schools from Bucharest have been involved in the project,  both of Roma and non-Ro-
ma background. They all have good communication capacity and an interest in theater, film, photography, journalism and media 
productions.
The sessions (approx. 12 per school) were held by three experts, a psychologist, an actor and a scripwriter.

The action took place between March and October 2014, in four schools from Bucharest.

The project foresaw the organization of workshops, during and outside school hours, providing different activities:
- Playing Motivational games
- Watching video material (media shows/spots/news/soap opera and films) and debating
- Knowing Roma history and successful models    
- Identifying and analyzing stereotypes 
- Producing Cultural materials 

The discussion between children and experts has forced personal confrontations, solved issues, disagreements. Because the clas-
ses were composed by Roma and non-Roma children, they all share their tradition, problem they faced in terms of discrimination. 
The final event will take place on October 30, at the National Library of Romania, will be an exhibition of photography, film, newspa-
per  made by the children in neighborhood, family and school. They will all wear t-shirts with antidiscrimination messages which 
will be also given to about  100 persons who will attend the event.

At the end of the project the children, as they said, want to be a fighter against stereotypes and they all want to change mentalities, 
starting with themselves, their family…
They have developed their critical thinking and mutual understanding.
They have developed skills and attitudes to debunk stereotypes and discriminatory representations of minorities.  

“Barbu Delavrancea” School, Bucharest
“Mexic” School, Bucharest
“Viilor” Economic College, Bucharest

“free of stereotypes”
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Képben vagy? Médiatábor a sokszínűségről (Are you in the loop? Media workshop about diversity)
The results of the research carried out in WS1, 2 proved that integration of third country nationals is hindered by the lack of suf-
ficient information and experience in the majority society, the fear from the unknown results in refusal and forming stereotypical 
opinions as well as in strengthening stereotypical thinking. As the role of education, sensitizing, and stengthening positive expe-
riences and personal involvement among students are significant in the fight against stereotypes and xenophobia, a media work-
shop for students was realised as the pilot action. The workshop aimed at:
- increasing students’ awareness and sensitivity related to stereotypical thinking
- strengthening the openness of other cultures. Its goal is to map those stereotypes that are formulated towards different cultures, 
and any kind of otherness
- examining and exploring the existing prejudices in society
In the media workshop a mixed methodology has been developed that interlaced visual education (photography and filmmaking) 
with those exercises, sensitizing training activities that can be used for learning about differences and working with the topic of 
cultural diversity.
By the end of the workshop campaign products were created by the participants (photos, videos, stop motion videos, drawings, and 
others) that reflect the message of their age group.

The workshop was attended by 20 13-18 year-old students being interested in using media tools. The group was heterogeneous 
not just in terms of age but also in relation to their cultural and social background providing a great opportunity for participants to 
share their experiences and learn from each other more intensively and effectively during the workshop. There were 2 ‘senior’ par-
ticipants who did not just assist in the media technical realization of the workshop, but as having migrant backgrounds also contri-
buted to the processing of the topic.
The workshop was carried out by 1 coordinator, 5 activity leaders (photographers and migrant-specific trainees, teachers), and 2 (in 
some cases more) volunteers.
For some activities special guests (1 media expert and 3 guests belonging to socially stigmatized groups) were invited to share their 
personal or professional experiences with the participants, and facilitate dealing with the topic.

The media workshop took part in a week, 16-20 June 2014, in the multicultural downtown of Budapest.

Producing Cultural materials In the media workshop media tools and interactive training activities were used to learn about the 
nature of stereotypical thinking, prejudicial behaviour. The syllabus has been developed to meet the needs of students and reflect 
on their personal experiences and knowledge about the topic. The following topics were elaborated:
- Identity, and the role of cultural background
- Me and others – the opinion created about others, references used for comprehending things
- Inclusion vs. exclusion, stereotypes and prejudices
- Creating campaign messages and products, exhibition

In the media workshop students:
- explored the process of self- and group-identification; - identified  and faced their personal involvement; - analysed process of 
inclusion and exclusion; 
- became aware of the influential role of media in (re-)creating stereotypes; - discussed opinions and experiences, and formulated 
positive messages with the tools of media; - created campaign products on diversity, and exhibited them on the closing event; In 
October an interactive exhibition is going to be presented in schools to reach wider groups with it; Furthermore, our experiences 
and the methodology of the workshop are also going to be shared with teachers and colleagues of other organizations in form of a 
toolkit.

The action achieved many results:
- community building within the heterogeneous group; - strengthening tolerance and openness; - developing social and intercultu-
ral competences
- improving critical thinking; - raising awareness of the importance of accepting otherness; - learning about a holistic approach to 
comprehend topics
- developing visual (re)presentation skills

Menedék Association

“are you in the loop?”
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Young and old in the picture. Mira Media. The pilot has been developed as an intergenera-
tional neighborhood project in the neighborhood Hoograven in Utrecht. It was based on the 
outcomes of WS 1 – 2 and was focused on the stereotypes elderly people have of migrant 
youngsters in their neighborhood and on the stereotypes of these youngsters of the elderly. 
The groups made up photo situations  to illustrate their mutual prejudices.  These situations 
were materialized in staged photo shoots. The project ended in a photo exhibition which 
toured several venues in the neighborhood.  

The project involved 6 elderly people 71 – 91 years old and 5 young people 15 – 16 years old. 
The project was carried out by professional photographers and educators. The participants 
were recruited in cooperation with social workers for the elderly and youth workers in the 
neighborhood. 

The pilot project was after a preparation of two months executed in the 12th of May until the 
2nd of July 2014. The project venues were: the care home  for the elderly and the communi-
ty youth center. The photo shoots took place in the shopping center and on the soccer field.

The project consisted of 6 meetings from 18:00 – 19.30.
- Meeting with recruited elderly only about aim of project and discussion about the mutual 
prejudices between elderly and youngsters
- Meeting with recruited youngsters only about aim of project and discussion about the mu-
tual prejudices between elderly and youngsters
- Joint meeting and discussion about their prejudices about each other.
Introduction quiz / Discussion / Making up a photo image that contradicts and nuances the 
prejudice
- On site photo shoot in care center for the elderly
- On site photo shoot in shopping center and soccer field
- Final meeting photo exhibition and radio broadcast.

Young and old in the picture is basically a district project. Therefore a ‘quartermaker’ is 
needed who builds a network of contacts in the district. This should not be underestima-
ted. After all, the project needs to ‘land’ in the district. The project requires staff to deal 
both with youngsters and elderly people. Both groups have their own dynamics. Therefore 
it is crucial that the youth worker that was responsible for the recruiting remains involved 
with the project. She was also the one that brought the youngsters to the sites of the photo 
shoots.  In hindsight the project leaders think that the project would have benefited from 
two extra meetings. An extra workshop would have worked out well to have more attention 
to the translation of prejudices into the photos. The project leaders also wonder if it would 
not have been better if both groups would have made the pictures themselves. Young and 
old in the picture already is quite labor intensive and not everyone knows his way round 
with the camera. The quality of the pictures might suffer from that approach. The element 
of professionalism lifts the project above a ‘community center project’, without being nega-
tive about those kinds of projects. The double role of project leader/photographer is tough 
and it is recommended to separate these two functions by hiring an external photographer.  
Finally, it is a project that needs a good and strong guidance. It deals with two groups that 
are widely separated in terms of age and culture. Content wise it is also a challenge: making 
prejudices between young and old, indigenous and migrant a topic in an airy way. In the end 
the tangible products were at the core: a series of photos and a photo exhibition. Despite the 
fact that it was a complex project, Young and old in the picture has met all its goals.

The project has met all its goals. The tangible ones: the photo’s and the exhibition but also 
the ‘softer’ aims like discussing about prejudices and in the long run contribute to the im-
provement of the mutual contact in the district between migrant youngsters and indigenous 
elderly. Before the project both groups had never been in touch or talked with one another. 
‘They respected us and listened to us. I liked that very much. I think there should be more 
of these exchanges’, said an older person. This same person seemed one of the few who 
seemed a little bit shocked when the migrant youngsters came into the assisted living cen-
ter. Initially she was skeptical about the voluntary participation of the migrant youngsters. A 
young person said: ‘The exhibition portrays us differently. We are not just hanging out on the 
street, being occupied with our cell phone.’ Another older person referred explicitly to the 
background of the youngsters: ‘They often say bad things about Moroccan boys, but they are 
still kids. I used to be a bit of a bad boy myself.’ 

Mira Media: project manager; Firmamedia and Youmedia: subcontractors; Axioncontinue: 
Welfare organization for the elderly, JoU: Youth work organization

	  

	   	  

	  

	  

“young and old in the picture”
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Young and old in the picture. Mira Media. The pilot has been developed as an intergenerational neighborhood project in the neigh-
borhood Hoograven in Utrecht. It was based on the outcomes of WS 1 – 2 and was focused on the stereotypes elderly people have 
of migrant youngsters in their neighborhood and on the stereotypes of these youngsters of the elderly. The groups made up photo 
situations  to illustrate their mutual prejudices.  These situations were materialized in staged photo shoots. The project ended in a 
photo exhibition which toured several venues in the neighborhood.  

The project involved 6 elderly people 71 – 91 years old and 5 young people 15 – 16 years old. The project was carried out by profes-
sional photographers and educators. The participants were recruited in cooperation with social workers for the elderly and youth 
workers in the neighborhood. 

The pilot project was after a preparation of two months executed in the 12th of May until the 2nd of July 2014. The project venues 
were: the care home  for the elderly and the community youth center. The photo shoots took place in the shopping center and on 
the soccer field.

The project consisted of 6 meetings from 18:00 – 19.30.
- Meeting with recruited elderly only about aim of project and discussion about the mutual prejudices between elderly and young-
sters
- Meeting with recruited youngsters only about aim of project and discussion about the mutual prejudices between elderly and 
youngsters
- Joint meeting and discussion about their prejudices about each other.
Introduction quiz / Discussion / Making up a photo image that contradicts and nuances the prejudice
- On site photo shoot in care center for the elderly
- On site photo shoot in shopping center and soccer field
- Final meeting photo exhibition and radio broadcast.

Young and old in the picture is basically a district project. Therefore a ‘quartermaker’ is needed who builds a network of contacts in 
the district. This should not be underestimated. After all, the project needs to ‘land’ in the district. The project requires staff to deal 
both with youngsters and elderly people. Both groups have their own dynamics. Therefore it is crucial that the youth worker that 
was responsible for the recruiting remains involved with the project. She was also the one that brought the youngsters to the sites 
of the photo shoots.  In hindsight the project leaders think that the project would have benefited from two extra meetings. An extra 
workshop would have worked out well to have more attention to the translation of prejudices into the photos. The project leaders 
also wonder if it would not have been better if both groups would have made the pictures themselves. Young and old in the pictu-
re already is quite labor intensive and not everyone knows his way round with the camera. The quality of the pictures might suffer 
from that approach. The element of professionalism lifts the project above a ‘community center project’, without being negative 
about those kinds of projects. The double role of project leader/photographer is tough and it is recommended to separate these two 
functions by hiring an external photographer.  Finally, it is a project that needs a good and strong guidance. It deals with two groups 
that are widely separated in terms of age and culture. Content wise it is also a challenge: making prejudices between young and 
old, indigenous and migrant a topic in an airy way. In the end the tangible products were at the core: a series of photos and a photo 
exhibition. Despite the fact that it was a complex project, Young and old in the picture has met all its goals.

The project has met all its goals. The tangible ones: the photo’s and the exhibition but also the ‘softer’ aims like discussing about 
prejudices and in the long run contribute to the improvement of the mutual contact in the district between migrant youngsters and 
indigenous elderly. Before the project both groups had never been in touch or talked with one another. ‘They respected us and 
listened to us. I liked that very much. I think there should be more of these exchanges’, said an older person. This same person se-
emed one of the few who seemed a little bit shocked when the migrant youngsters came into the assisted living center. Initially she 
was skeptical about the voluntary participation of the migrant youngsters. A young person said: ‘The exhibition portrays us diffe-
rently. We are not just hanging out on the street, being occupied with our cell phone.’ Another older person referred explicitly to the 
background of the youngsters: ‘They often say bad things about Moroccan boys, but they are still kids. I used to be a bit of a bad boy 
myself.’ 

Mira Media: project manager; Firmamedia and Youmedia: subcontractors; Axioncontinue: Welfare organization for the elderly, JoU: 
Youth work organization

“young and old in the mix”

	  

	  



VORURTEILE PLATZEN LASSEN ! (BREAK DOWN STEREOTYPES!) –  Youth Brochure & Stop Motion Films
Vienna Institute for International Dialogue and Cooperation (VIDC) in cooperation with FairPlay. Different Colours. One Game – an 
initiative which combats all forms of discrimination in sports; Schwarze Frauen Community (SFC) (Black Women’s Association); 
Vienna Business School (VBS); UKI (Committee for the integration of migrants).   The aim of the projects was to deal with the issues 
of prejudices and stereotypes concerning migrants and minorities, in particular in sports. A youth brochure was elaborated by the 
pupils of the Vienna Business School and the UKI under the guidance of the BEAMS-FairPlay workshop-team. Two stop motion 
films were produced by the children of the Black Womens Association (SFC). The topics of the films were a) football & racism and 
b) media & racism. 

The youth brochure involved one class of the VBS and its teacher during the German classes as well as two classes of the UKI. The 
pupils were all between the age of 15-19 years. The pupils of the VBS are Austrian born, but many of them have a variety of mi-
gration backgrounds. The pupils of UKI are on majority migrants and refugees, preparing for their school-leaving certificate. The 
action was carried out by the BEAMS-FairPlay workshop-team in cooperation with the school teachers.   The film production invol-
ved 60 children (age 6-10) and young people (age 15-19) from the Black Women´s Association (SFC), which is a migrant women self 
organization in Vienna, with the aim to empower visible migrants especially from African origin. The action was lead by a film artist 
in close cooperation with the BEAMS-SFC workshop team. 

The actions took place between January/February and June 2014 in Vienna in the schools and in the SFC location, which is the WUK 
- Werkstätten- und Kulturhaus (Arts Work & Culture House in Vienna).

Youth brochure: The action was carried out within the regular classes and comprised different methods:
BEAMS Introductory workshops including elements leading to the topic of stereotypes/racism (games, PC material, videos, litera-
ture); Definitions of terms (stereotypes, prejudice, racism, human rights); Elaboration of road map (ideas, opinions) & concept of 
brochure (discussion process between pupils, trainers and teacher); Collect & select topics for the brochure (long process); Group 
work & individual work at home in accordance with teachers/peer groups according to topics; Homework: personal essays („my life 
in Austria“); Preparation of interview with experts carried out by the pupils; Research: work on Glossary
Stop-Motion Films:
The action was incorporated into the regular meetings of the SFC activities with the children: 
BEAMS workshops adapted for different age groups on the topic of stereotypes/racism using games, PC material, videos; Creating 
stories and screenplays, designing and producing the characters and figures used for the films; Shooting the films;

The work on the youth brochure was a wonderful experience for the classes and the feedback of the pupils were absolutely positive. 
It was their ideas, their interests and their concerns about issues of migration, racism and stereotypes, which flew into the con-
tent of the brochure. Many of them wrote very personal stories on the topics, pointing also to their different cultural backgrounds, 
their experiences to be member of the so called “second generation immigrants” or not, their specific, manifold experiences about 
exclusion or to the young persons’ flight history. This work helped to valuate the diversity of the pupils and they were very proud of 
the final result.  The same went with the work on the film. In many discussions and working sessions the children and youngsters 
developed a sense on the power of stereotypical images, what such images can do to people and that we can show different images 
against it. 

The youth brochure and the films were produced in the forefront of the final event VIENNA MEETS BALKAN, an international Youth 
Tournament which took place in Vienna on 7 to 9 June 2014. The brochure was distributed in three languages (German, English and 
Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian) to both participants and spectators. The brochure and the films were also the basis of anti-discrimina-
tion workshops which took place as side events during the tournament. In total, 32 youth football teams from 25 clubs with over 300 
children participated at the “Vienna meets Balkan” tournament. The brochure was also presented at the final public event at the 
Arena Brazil, where the children made a parade showing “Racism the Red Card.

VIDC; FairPlay. Different Colours. One Game; B.A.A.P. (Balkan Alpe Adria Project); City of Vienna; Schwarze Frauen Community 
(SFC); Vienna Business School (VBS); UKI (Committee for the integration of migrants); Natalia Hecht
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VIENNA INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL DIALOGUE AND COOPERATION
Möllwaldplatz 5/3, 1040 Wien, Austria  - www.vidc.org

“break down stereotypes!”



MIGRANTS RESOURCE CENTRE (MRC)
24 Churton Street - London SW1V 2LP UK - www.migrantsresourcecentre.org.uk
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Our Journey, Migrants Resource Centre
BEAMS – Exploring Identity and Belonging through Music was a music pilot project explo-
ring themes of identity and belonging. The pilot looked at how young people from mixed 
migrant backgrounds view themselves, how they relate to their city and whether the musical 
output of these investigations is a stereotypical representation of what an audience would 
expect this group to produce. The result was a new piece of music that challenged the parti-
cipants’ abilities and audience’s expectations, inspired by the celebration of identity. 

Creative and talented music educators from Soundcastle worked with pupils from Globe 
Academy in Southwark, south London. A total of 13 year 9 pupils took part in the session.  

At Globe Academy from February to June 2014

- Developing a toolkit to provide a framework for the pilot
- Who we are: discussing the themes with participants to explore their thoughts on migra-
tion, identity and belonging
- Our view of London: Exploring what London means to participants
- Seeing through other eyes: Looking at examples from the media and material produced by 
migrants through the My Journey project
Then using the themes discussed and sample materials as inspiration for creating new 
music 
- Are we migrants? Developing a message for the music
- Developing the music and preparing for the final performance

Overall the project was a great success – a fantastic new piece of music was created in 
collaboration with the young people and they did an outstanding performance in front of an 
audience of one hundred onlookers. A second joint event with MRC’s My Journey project 
exhibited the photographs created by migrants and exhibited the work of BEAMS music 
project participants. The Our Journey conference in November 2014 will share learning 
from BEAMS and My Journey to spread the word about tacking discrimination and exploring 
belonging and identity through multimedia.  

Teachers and educators involved in the pilot noted the great sense of pride that participants 
showed for the work they created.  By encouraging young people to discuss and celebrate 
their differences within the context of the world around them they establish a new under-
standing of appreciating difference. 

Thanks go to Soundcastle educators for bringing the pilot together and supporting partici-
pants to reach their potential as well as Globe Academy teachers and pupils for their sup-
port of the final event and, not least, the participants, who stood to the challenge of creating 
new music while challenging stereotypes about identity and belonging in London.

“our journey”



ORDER OF PUGLIA’S JOURNALISTS
Strada Palazzo di Città 5,  70122 Bari - Italy - www.og.puglia.it
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Order of Puglia’s Journalists, analysis and review of popular culture,perception and attitudes towards the Albanian migrants in 
Apulia The pilot action was at first aimed at analysing the chosen samples (books, movies, reportages and pictures) in order to 
stimulate and facilitate the discussion among the participants. The experts’ seminars, instead, facilitated a deep interaction and 
brainstorming among the participants and the chosen experts; the results of the pilot action was the creation of important new cul-
tural products: a video, a magazine and an ‘opera booklet’ were produced and financed by the project’s participants.

The protagonists were the students attending the master in journalism of the university of Bari – the pilot action was carried out by 
experts in different fields: Luciano Monzali, Prof. of international relations; Alessandro Leogrande, writer and journalist; Onofrio 
Romano, professor of sociology of communication; Costantino Foschini, journalist and video-maker; Diana çuli, writer – the tar-
get group was the Albanians. – about 30 students took part in the pilot action – all the students attending the master were actively 
involved. 

The pilot action was carried out at the premises of the order of puglia’s journalists in Bari (from February 2014 until august 2014) 
and in Albania (July 2014)

- The first phase of the pilot action was aimed at analysing the chosen samples (books, movies, reportages and pictures) (Fe-
bruary-march 2014)
- The second phase was characterized by conferences held by different experts (April July 2014)
- The third phase, the so called ‘production phase’, was aimed at creating and financing a video/reportage, a magazine and an ‘ope-
ra booklet’ were produced and financed by the project’s participants (August-October 2014)
In each phase the main objective of the action was to stimulate discussion and brainstorming. The chosen experts showed great 
expertise in their fields of action and offered the participants unique opportunities of acquiring new knowledge. In the production 
phase each participant was let free to chose a specific topic for their analysis and some of them had the chance to go to Albania in 
order to have an experience ‘on the ground’ and to see their topics from a different perspective.

The students of the school of journalism were really collaborative even if they had a busy agenda during their course. They showed 
enormous enthusiasm and spirit of initiative. All the experts involved were proud of having been involved in this important project 
and shared with us their knowledge and experience. The interaction among the students and the experts was constant and went 
beyond the conference days. All the experts, in fact, remained at students’ disposal during all the pilot action.
The tangible results of the pilot action will be three cultural products: a video reportage made by those students that went to Alba-
nia at the end of July; a magazine collecting essays of the experts involved and articles of the students; an ‘opera booklet’, edited by 
Feltrinelli and available also as an e-book.
We are now preparing our final event that will take place at the university of Bari on November 10, 2014. It will be a whole day event 
that will involve more then 100 people. During the event there will also be a permanent photo exhibition and a music show.

The main result we perceived at the end of the pilot action was the raising of the awareness of the participants about the ‘power’ of 
media in producing and fostering stereotypes when dealing with minority/migrants issues; OPJ, thanks to the beams project has 
worked on and contributed to build a new generation of journalists that will use their professionalism properly, avoiding the use of 
stereotyped images or words. Those students travelling to Albania in order to produce the video reportage were those most af-
fected by the positive effects of the project: their initial prejudices and stereotyped images of Albania and Albanians were absolutely 
reversed thanks to their experience abroad.

The action was managed by Claudia Morini and Marina Castellaneta. The University of Bari will be involved in the final event that 
will take place in November.	  

	  

	  

“analysis and review of popular culture, perception 
and attitudes toward the albanian migrants in Apulia”



SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, SLOVAKIA
Bratislavská 57, 841 06, Bratislava - Záhorská Bystrica, SK - www.sdisk.eu

A Library of Stereotypes is a series of Street Art Performances “Stop Watching – Start Seeing”. The art-driven pilot actions run 
across the country of Slovakia in June 2014. The actions referred mainly to performance, visual and digital arts. The body languages 
have been actively employed in the articulation of stereotypes at public. The aim of the pilot actions was to test models on how to 
work for minimizing/breaking the negative effect of stereotypes in pop-culture products/domains. The scenario of the pilot actions 
was set as a collection of short performance themes. The tools and artistic methods employed would serve good examples for en-
couraging artists develop on the topic of stereotyping of migrants and ethnic minorities in the pop-culture products in Slovakia.

Migrants and Roma ethnic minorities are directly involved in the street art performances. Young filmmakers, art directors and stu-
dents of journalism got involved in the process of preparation and realization of the action 

The pilot actions were implemented at public spaces in order to provoke more people. Process of the set elaboration:
-Create a team of artists and target group participants (ethnic minorities and migrants),
-Apply the method of the innovative scenario of the SDI theatrical performance about immigrants in Slovakia,
-Centre the organisation of the events on a well-tested artistic method on dismantling stereotypes,
-Design a plot for an open-space art performance taking all risks of facing negativism,
-Select a number of proclaimed typical Slovak sets (food, folklore and job-seeking) and mixed it with psychological methods of co-
lour-paining expression method. 
-Select three foreigners (first and second generation) young people and a Roma artist who teamed with a young artist from the 
academy of arts.  
-Initiate a series of meetings with two filmmakers and one young art director and 4 young journalists in order to compose the visual 
and textual messages of the pilot actions linked directly to a Google and online media promotion. 
-Elaborate the visual promo campaign - invite a young photographer who took pictures of foreigner and Roma scenes-alike in con-
troversial modus. 
-Elaborate on the method of contradiction and comparison - by this we mean that we use framed phrases, models of behaviour or 
well-accepted foreign culture inputs, such as Chinese or Arabic food, for breaking the stereotypes.

The development of the pilot action resulted form the analyses of the pop-culture products in Slovakia as video and digital media 
were mostly analysed based on the volumes of artifacts and contributions. As a result we have scripted following plot:
-A travelling library of stereotypes; Afro people dressed in Slovak folk costumes and a Slovak young actress, respectively, in a 
Kenyan women dress and a colourful scarf on her head; Africans gifting flowers to people on the street – explaining that this is 
the day of love on the African continent; Questioning people whether they do accept foreigners and etc. ; Ethnic cooking – open air 
testing of traditional Slovak food cooked by a Slovak and a Kenyan girl. 
In the meantime we use as a background a big poster a library of your stereotypes and a set of bookshelves done in cooperation 
with the Used Books Home civic association. At the end a Gypsy actor is pretending he is looking for a job and question people 
whether they have heard about any vacancy.
 
-Recorded 10 hours of video material - reaction of people; Visited 6 towns of Slovakia; Monitoring of the reaction of people, re-
cording opinion of minorities and actors involved – data and assessment records to be used for prescribing a model of an action 
for breaking the stereotypes; Produced one Google campaign; Two posters produced; Delivered 4-5 online promotions in national 
online newspaper as per region of actions; Delivered a series of recorded talks and interviews – broadcasted on the national radio 
station (presented as a contribution of the project BEAMS); Delivered 8 articles of an online publication mirrorofficial.com

The used reversed models of stereotypes considered positive characteristic of the majority provoked most people. It seems to be a 
pro-active tool for unlocking the perceptions of the consumers of pop-culture. 

The action has been managed together with externally hired editor, cameramen and a media portal of young journalists.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ethnic-MinoritiesImigrants-and-Arts/1559066497642602 ; www.sdisk.eu
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FORCOOP
Via Santa Teresina 7, 30020 – Noventa di Piave (VE) - www.progettagroup.com

 “Stop watching, start seeing – Rompiamo gli schemi!”, Centro Altroké – San Donà di Piave (Venice – Italy).
Forcoop Cora Venice realized the pilot action in collaboration with Altroké, the Youth Centre of San Dona di Piave (Italy). 20 young 
males (16 to 22 years old) took part in the project. 4 of them were Italian; others had a migrant background (Morocco, Albania, Ni-
geria) and most of them have lived in Italy for more than 10 years. The activities of the pilot action were made up of different activi-
ties that had been conceived to analyze both acted and suffered stereotypes from a three-fold perspective, with the aim of breaking 
them down. During the project three cultural outputs were produced: some participants’ reflections were collected in a “flyer”; they 
created a poster; finally, a video was produced explaining the activities carried out and the results achieved.

Serena Boldrin (researcher and trainer), and Giovanna Bortoluzzi (psychologist and educator at Altroké) collaborated in the plan-
ning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the BEAMS pilot action at Altroké. Forcoop Cora Venezia decided to involve Al-
troké because its educational projects involve many young people, and most of them are at risk of social marginalization and NEETs 
having few opportunities to analyze certain issues in depth. Young people attending Altroké are very heterogeneous; they usually go 
to the center on a voluntary and often discontinuous basis. Once the activity had been proposed, the youth freely decided whether 
to participate and with what frequency/level of commitment. 20 young males (16 to 22 years old) decided to take part in the project 
and participate in the various activities.  

The pilot action was carried out at Altroké, the youth center of San Donà di Piave (Venice – Italy) from 11th March to 31st May 2014. 

The activities of the pilot were divided into 3 phases: 
- Overview and analysis of the film clips collected by Veneto Lavoro: this phase aimed at introducing the topic and sharing some key 
questions and keywords through an open discussion about direct experiences and “hearsay” in small groups (3-4 people); 
- Conceptualization of acted and suffered stereotypes and discussion on how to break stereotypes down through a creative work-
shop resulting in the realization of a poster: small groups identified some social categories and labels to be assigned to them; par-
ticipants were then asked whether the same labels apply to the people they know; finally a poster was composed cropping photos 
and images from newspapers, magazines, etc.; a definition of stereotype was also shared among participants; 
- “Would you come over for dinner”: each participant was shown images depicting more or less known public figures, preferably in 
unusual locations or situations, and was asked to invite one of these people to dinner, choosing a person who looks “respectable”. 
Identities of the characters were revealed and participants were forced to realize that appearances do matter and breaking stere-
otypes down is a process demanding time and education.

Participants felt comfortable when working in small groups and were able to open up and freely discuss thanks to the presence of 
a facilitator they knew and trusted. However, they did not attend the center regularly, and the facilitator revised the pilot action so 
that every participant would not miss part of the activities and follow the stream of thoughts and reflections. This was particularly 
important in terms of results achieved because educators noted a gradual change in the participants’ behaviors (greater attention 
to words choice, greater respect towards others, etc.).
The project was presented on 31/05/2014 during
- “Festa della cittadinanza”, organized by the Municipality of San Donà di Piave to confer the “civic citizenship” to youth born in Italy 
by migrant parents,
- the traditional party organized by a local association, Comitato del Veneto Orientale per l’Immigrazione, for those who had atten-
ded its Italian courses. 
About 180 people overall took part to these events, mainly with a migrant background, and had the chance to watch the video and 
read the flyer and the poster. Finally, the pilot action was presented during Tandem Plus general assembly (03-04/07/2014).

Participants raised their awareness on the mechanisms of creation and reproduction of stereotypes, and the ties connecting re-
presentation of migrants/minorities and diversity, and discriminatory behaviors. The representation of the “other” proved to be as 
stereotypical as the representation that the “other” has about migrants. Participants realized appearance, prejudice and stere-
otypes heavily influence our decisions and often lead us to choose the people with whom we will share important moments in our 
lives. The youth were brought to question a reality they often take for granted, as immutable, in front of which they are victims: they 
understood not only the role played by “others” or “media”, but also that they are themselves agents of behaviors that should be 
more critical, that is conscious agents of change in a world where people are products and producers of reality at the same time.

The pilot action was managed by Tandem Plus – Forcoop Cora Venezia and the Youth Center Altroké. Altroké is a project funded 
by the City of San Dona di Piave and managed by the Association “Solidarietà Dicembre ‘79” and the Cooperative Society “Itaca”. 
The service is run in close collaboration with the local Public Health System - Addiction Prevention Dept. in the area of San Dona di 
Piave. Finally, the City Council of San Dona di Piave and especially the Councilor for Social Policies were informed and updated with 
respect to the activities and results of the project.  
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Partner: Associazione Sucar Drom, “Gabriele Bertazzolo” and “Leon Battista 
Alberti” Junior High Schools,  “Enaip Lombardia” Vocational Training School
Title: “Men u Var” (we and others). 
This project addresses the issues of racism and discrimination against Roma 
and Sinti, with a special focus on how they manifest themselves in our society 
and in the media. “Men u Var” is composed of two lectures with a mediator of 
the majority culture and a person belonging to the Sinti linguistic minority. The-
reafter an artist lead a two-session creative workshop aimed at creating artistic 
posters against stereotypes. 

“Men Var u” was promoted among the junior high and high schools in Mantua. 
Two different junior high schools and one vocational training school joined the 
full project
- 25 pupils ageing 11-12 (Istituto Alberti)  
- 24  pupils ageing (Istituto Bertazzolo) 
- 23 students ageing 16-17 (ENAIP)

The action took place between January and March 2014 n the premises of the 
three schools

Structure of the action: 
1 introductory meeting on the history and culture of Sinti and Roma people. Di-
vision into working groups. Group-game and images projection (screened). (1.30 
h / 2 h); 1 meeting on the concept of stereotype and discrimination, with a focus 
on the words used in common parlance and in the media. Images and example 
screening (1.30 h / 2 h) ; 1 workshop for the creation of artistic posters with a 
practical introductory phase. Images projection. (1.30 h / 2 h) ; 1 practical work-
shop for the creation of artistic posters starting from the terminology analyzed 
in the mass media and the stereotypes highlighted by the students themselves. 
Final product processed using collage technique and deploying the Letraset®  
letters. (1.30 h / 2 h)
The educational tools used are: 
- Active and collaborative working method (in class), for all involved partners: 
teachers; students and educators 
- Discussion and confrontation
- Taking in charge her own identity as well as others
- Group activity and collective artistic production

The main results achieved thanks to the twelve sessions and the constant dialo-
gue with students and teachers were: 
- A sense of trust towards cultural mediators, both Sinti and non-Sinti
- A great curiosity about the history and culture of the Roma and Sinti and their 
the way of life 
- New awareness on the negative and derogatory meaning of the  most com-
monly used words to address Roma and Sinti (in the mass media and in the 
common parlance)
- Acquisition of useful tools to challenge the stereotypes identified by students 
themselves 
- New awareness of the fact that people speak about a group of people without 
ever been in touch with them

In the initial phase students were impressed by the history and culture of Roma 
and Sinti minorities, they were not aware of it, neither believed the existence 
of such an important cultural heritage. In the second meeting almost everyo-
ne have problems addressing  discrimination and stereotypes associated with 
Roma and Sinti. Motivated by the Sucar Drom mediators, students overcome 
their fear and shame (of judging and been judged) always producing interesting 
admissions and discussions. As appropriate, these discussion were the base to 
debunk stereotypes through practical examples and experiences lived by me-
diators themselves. After only four session in each class, the pilot was not able 
to eradicated all stereotypes on Roma and Sinti minorities, but it certainly provi-
de (acquired) tools to challenge the stereotypes, producing a positive curiosity 
towards Roma and Sinti.

Associazione Sucar Drom; Province of Mantua; Articolo 3 - Osservatorio sulle 
discriminazioni; Gabriele Bertazzolo”  Junior High Schools; “Leon Battista Al-
berti” Junior High Schools ; “Enaip Lombardia” Vocational Training School

ASSOCIAZIONE SUCAR DROM
Via Learco Guerra 23, Mantova - www.sucardrom.eu
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FOLIAS
Via Salaria 108, 00015 – Monterotondo (RM)- www.folias.it

Cooperativa Sociale FOLIAS - Tandem Plus - Festa di Quartiere 2014 “Niente è come sembra”  (2014 Neighborhood Festival 
“Nothing is as it seems”) Monterotondo Scalo (Rome)
Cultural event through art, creativity and music and through meeting and relating to people we build “another reality” together in 
deprived area (border of Rome)  with people subjected to a stereotypes.  We set up meetings and artistic workshops finalized at 
short movie, art and cultural event production.

The Cooperativa Sociale FOLIAS, junior high school IC Campanari and several non profit associations of Monterotondo, have invol-
ved 50 people between youngsters and adults, of migrant and non-migrant background.
The educators involved were 10 between socials workers and performance art expert. 

The action took place between January and July 2014, in the Youth Center IL CANTIERE in Monterotondo Scalo (Rome).

The project is developed in three different workshops: video, art and event organisation:
- Research on stereotypes and racism connections;
- Identifying issues; 
- Participatory design; 
- Every workshops defines its own design and outputs; 
- Realization of the outputs;
- The event organisation workshop gather up the outputs and put on 2014 Neighborhood Festival.

The Neighborhood Festival is a “citizen open workshop”, where artists, young people, associations, adults, participate, they put into 
play their knowledge, skills, languages and creativity oriented to search of innovation and a permanent fusion between the different 
social class and expressive languages. A permanent workshop that provides an opportunity to understand, interact and promote 
social coexistence. We are particularly excited and pleased because this year’s activities was full of harmony, the activities were 
attended by hundreds of citizens of all ages into a peaceful, creative and constructive dialogue. We believe is particularly significant 
to have created the festival together, with the collaboration of individuals, associations and social cooperatives in our area who par-
ticipated giving as a gift to the neighborhood, activating creative workshops but especially by sharing smiles, dreams and desires. 
All this on the assumption that our reality can be seen from multiple points of view, because “Nothing is as it seems.” They shared 
with us the history of this event: 50 citizens involved in creative workshops and organization; 850 people participated in the events; 
14 associations and cooperatives of the territory; 30 artists involved in the creative process and in the implementation of the work-
shop.

The activities reached the goals. The issue of stereotypes has allowed a clear and direct dialogue between involved social class, has 
favored the coexistence of formal and informal associations of the territory and increased awareness and attention to the differen-
ces. 
Most young people have been able to confront each other, starting from the stereotypes suffered, to see “the other” as a whole 
“three-dimensional”, fleeing from the simplification of judgment / definition. 
The work carried out has spurred such an involvement of local institutions (schools, associations, informal groups, youth and adul-
ts) that workshops are also being planned for this new year.

European Network Tandem Plus;  Cooperativa Sociale FOLIAS; Cooperativa Sociale IL PUNGIGLIONE; Cooperativa Sociale ISKRA; 
Cooperativa Sociale IL CAMMINO; Municipality of Monterotondo (Rome); Cultural Institution Monterotondo; Coordinamento Comi-
tati di Quartiere; Informal woman group  ARCOIRIS; Informal young group FRONTE SONORO; RED CROSS Association; Protezione 
Civile Monterotondo (Voluntary Association); Istituto Comprensivo Campanari (School); Azienda Pluriservizi Monterotondo (Munici-
palized company); Ri-ciclo officina Monterotondo (project to promote sustainable mobility and renewable energies).
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